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1The University Seal
1934
This seal depicts Our Lady of Mercy enclosed in a circle and standing before a
cross. Around Our Lady’s head is inscribed the motto: Maria Spes Nostra, Mary
our Hope. On one side of the base is the lamp of wisdom, and on the other,
the book of learning. This seal, according to the bylaws, shall be affixed to all
official documents and decrees prepared by Salve Regina University. 
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2Academic Procession
CHIEF MARSHALS
FLAG BEARERS
DEGREE CANDIDATES
Doctor of Philosophy
Master of Arts
Master of Science
Master of Business Administration
Bachelor of Arts and Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science
ALUMNAE OF THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY CLASS OF 1966
DIRECTORS
FACULTY MARSHAL
FACULTY
PRESIDENT’S MARSHAL
PRESIDENT’S PARTY
Elected Officials
Administrators
Honorary Degree Recipients
Members of the Board of Trustees
Chancellor
President
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3Order of Exercises
PROCESSIONAL
MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Scott C. Zeman, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
INVOCATION
Leona Misto, RSM, Ed.D.
Vice President for Mission Integration
UNIVERSITY HYMN
Salve Regina
GREETINGS FROM 
The United States Senate
The City of Newport
AUTHORIZATION OF DEGREES
Janet L. Robinson
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Jane Gerety, RSM, Ph.D.
President of the University
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES
Barry Clayton Black, Ph.D., D. Min., D.D.
CONFERRING OF GRADUATE DEGREES 
CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
MESSAGE FROM THE CLASS DEAN
Jayme Hennessy, S.T.L, S.T.D. 
Dean of the Class of 2016, Associate Professor of Religious and Theological Studies
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION INDUCTION
Michael Semenza
Vice President for University Relations and Advancement 
MESSAGE TO THE GRADUATES
Jane Gerety, RSM, Ph.D.
President of the University
RECESSIONAL
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Barry Clayton Black 
Doctor of Humane Letters
honoris causa
Barry Clayton Black, you have shared the good news of the Gospel
throughout this country and in foreign lands, bringing comfort and guidance
to those serving in the United States Navy, and reminded the leaders of our
nation of their responsibility to its citizens. With wit, compassion, and by
example, you have inspired people to become their best selves, in service and
in prayer. 
From your childhood in inner city Baltimore to your exceptional tenure as the
62nd Chaplain of the United States Senate, you have relied on your rock-solid
faith to challenge yourself to achieve higher goals and to awaken others to the
call to action for the greater good. 
You have been the first African-American, the first Seventh-day Adventist, and
the first Navy Chaplain to serve the country in this role. There, you have
provided counsel and fulfilled pastoral duties. There, also, you have stood like
your Biblical hero, Daniel, among the lions, consistently speaking truth to
power in a chamber of legislators, reminding them to replace cynicism with
faith and cowardice with courage. 
You loyally served your country in the United States Navy, offering direction,
encouragement and moral focus to our military personnel. Your steady rise to
the rank of Rear Admiral culminated with your retirement as the Chief of
Chaplains and the Chaplain Corps. Through all your postings and travels, you
avidly pursued education, making Salve Regina University your alma mater in
1989. Your master’s degrees in divinity, counseling and management, along
with a Doctorate in Ministry and a Ph.D. in Psychology, are testament to your
unquenchable curiosity and passion for knowledge.
Decorated with awards including the Navy Distinguished Service Medal, the
Legion of Merit Medal and several medals for Meritorious Service, your sense
of duty extends beyond the military. Your great achievements have been
recognized by the NAACP Renowned Service Award for contributions to 
equal opportunity and civil rights; the Benjamin Elijah Mays Distinguished
Leadership Award from the Morehouse School of Religion; and the Image
Award from the Old Dominion University chapter of the NAACP for your
military excellence. 
Because you have in all ways embodied the Principles of Mercy: listening 
with an open heart, urging moral action, and preaching justice even when
unfashionable, Salve Regina University is truly honored to confer upon you
the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, with all its attendant
rights and privileges, on this fifteenth day of May, 2016.
4
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5Claudia Fritsche-Mündle
Doctor of Humane Letters
honoris causa
Claudia Fritsche-Mündle, you have served the Principality of Liechtenstein,
your beloved homeland, for your entire adult working life. With dignity, wit,
and complete dedication, you have been central to this small country’s
modern emergence as an honest broker of peace, international trade and
equality of gender relations on the global stage. 
Your diplomatic career has spanned nearly 40 years from your earliest
position as the Secretary to the Liechtenstein parliamentary delegations to
the Council of Europe and the European Free Trade Association. Through
decades of diplomatic service in diverse roles, you gracefully represented
Liechtenstein at the Council of Europe in Strasbourg and in the nation’s
embassies in Bern and Vienna. During the important years when
Liechtenstein women received the right to vote, you were the government’s
representative to the European Committee on Equality between Women and
Men, while simultaneously chairing the Liechtenstein National Committee
working toward the same noble goal. 
In 1990, you became Liechtenstein’s first representative to the United
Nations and there distinguished yourself as the vice-president and member
of the General Committee of the United Nations General Assembly and as
president of the International Association of Permanent Representatives to
the U.N. In 2002, you opened your nation’s first embassy in Washington,
D.C., where you have served with honor as Liechtenstein’s first Ambassador
to the United States.
Your diplomatic dedication has been matched by your interest in the
education of young people for leadership roles in our global community.
You have been one of the strongest, most effective advocates for the Pell
Center for International Relations and Public Policy at Salve Regina
University, serving as a wise liaison between the Pell Center and the
Princely Family of Liechtenstein. To ensure the success of the Pell programs,
you have been exceptionally generous with your time, talent and resources.
You are known for your accessibility, warmth and hospitality to the students
of the Nuala Pell Leadership Program.
With gratitude for your loving friendship and with deep affection, we are
privileged to confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters,
honoris causa, with all its attendant rights and privileges, on this fifteenth
day of May, 2016.
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6Thomas A. Rodgers III 
(posthumous)
Doctor of Humane Letters
honoris causa
Thomas A. Rodgers III, we remember and celebrate you as one of the truest
friends of Salve Regina University and of education in New England. 
You never lost your roots in Fall River, Massachusetts. After graduating from
Brown University, you returned to the Rodgers’ family business, Globe
Manufacturing, and devoted yourself to your wife Gisela, your family and
your community in Tiverton, Rhode Island. You were ever loyal to your
friends. You were an avid sportsman, known by all for your dry and
perfectly-timed sense of humor.
You were a humble, quiet man who spoke little of yourself, but you listened
to the challenges and needs of so many others and you responded with
open hands and a generous heart. You were like the Good Samaritan of the
parable, offering compassion and practical help, even to strangers. To Salve
Regina University you gave years of steady advice, dependable friendship
and considerable gifts beyond counting. Following in your family’s tradition
of humanitarianism, it was always your determined wish to make a difference
in the lives of others, and as such, the Department of Nursing at Salve Regina
bears your family name.
Beyond this University, your philanthropy extended to Bristol Community
College as well as your hometown Boys and Girls Club and YMCA. You were
the co-founder of a home for abused children in Tepoztlán, Mexico. In
addition to Salve Regina, the boards of directors for the United Way, the
Bristol Community College Foundation, the President’s Council of Charlton
Memorial Hospital and the Tiverton Industrial Commission all benefitted from
your leadership service. 
Tom Rodgers, you exemplified what we know as Mercy—caring, listening,
seeing needs, and responding generously to others. You lived your life
carrying out a vision of a better world. In love and profound respect, we are
honored to bestow upon you posthumously, the degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters, honoris causa, from Salve Regina University, with all its
attendant rights and privileges, on this fifteenth day of May, 2016.
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7Doctor of Philosophy
FRED ABONG
Bringing Back the Magic: Philosophical Temperaments and the Entwined,
Embodied, and Enchanted Self
MARY KEATOR
Re-appropriating the Ancient Monastic Practice of Lectio Divina: A Contemplative
Pedagogical Method of Inquiry to Experience Wisdom Embedded in the
Humanities
MARC GERARD LEVASSEUR
Classical-Christian Friendship Operating in Western Literature: Oral Traditions to
the Apex of Print Culture
LAURA ANNE MACALUSO
Art for the Elm City: Public Art in New Haven, Connecticut
PAUL A. POVLOCK
Environmental Ethics and the Electric Power Grid: A Case for Technological
Momentum
KIRSTI SVENDSEN
Relationships Between Measures of Human/Moral Development, Happiness and
the Technology Driven, Centralized Way of Being
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8GINA MARIE ALBANESE
Rehabilitation Counseling
EMILY MARIE ALLERTON
Holistic Counseling
LAURA J. AMARAL
Rehabilitation Counseling
YUDI ARDIAN
International Relations
KURNIAWAN ATMADJA
International Relations
RENEE M. BELAIR
Holistic Counseling
KURT E. CARLSON
Applied Behavior Analysis
ERIC DALTON CASH
International Relations
PETER M. CHACE, JR.
International Relations
KATHRYN M. CHURCH
Rehabilitation Counseling
MATTHEW TODD CLIFFORD
Applied Behavior Analysis
MORIAH CASSIE CONNOR
Applied Behavior Analysis
GERALDINE COOK
International Relations
GLORIA CAROL CRIST
Holistic Counseling
LINDSEY E. CROWNINSHIELD
Holistic Counseling
LUIS HUMBERTO DEL CARPIO AZALGARA
International Relations
SAMANTHA ERIN DEMARTIN
Applied Behavior Analysis
REBEKAH CATHERINE DION
Applied Behavior Analysis
BETH-ANN DONOVAN
Rehabilitation Counseling
VICTORIA ENDERS
Rehabilitation Counseling
ABIGAIL GIBLIN FARROW
Rehabilitation Counseling
RACHEL MARIE FERRUGGIA
Applied Behavior Analysis
FATIMA A. FINAMORE
Rehabilitation Counseling
DANIELLE ROSE FOUGERE
Holistic Counseling
ROBERT EDWARD FOX
Rehabilitation Counseling
EMMA RITA GARCIA-PRIETO
International Relations
PATRICK SEAN GOLDEN
Holistic Counseling
CHERYL A. GRANAI
Holistic Counseling
KARIN ANNE GREAVES
Rehabilitation Counseling
HAILEY ELIZABETH GREENWOOD
Holistic Counseling
MAMADOU BAMBA GUEYE
International Relations
CARL N. HATFIELD II
International Relations
NANCY BURNS HEAGNEY
Holistic Counseling
REMA S. HERNANDEZ
Rehabilitation Counseling
DARREN JOHN MCCAW HOUSTON
International Relations
EDWARD GODWIN IYAJI
International Relations
JAISSEN M. JACKSON
Rehabilitation Counseling
ADAGOGO SOLOMON JAJA
International Relations
Master of Arts
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9Master of Arts
TASUKU KAWANAMI
International Relations
MELISSA ANN KELLEY
Applied Behavior Analysis
MICHELLE M. KENNEDY-GERMANO
Holistic Counseling
JULIA M. KIERNAN
Applied Behavior Analysis
JULIE MARIE KOCHAN
International Relations
EMILY FRANCES LAWRENCE
Applied Behavior Analysis
JEREMY DAVID LINGLE
International Relations
JENNIFER LYNN LOWNEY
Rehabilitation Counseling
CATHERINE ROSE LYNCH
Applied Behavior Analysis
KRISTIN L. MARTIN
Applied Behavior Analysis
STEPHEN B. MCCONLEY, JR.
International Relations
KEVIN JAMES MCDONALD
Holistic Counseling
KELLY M. MCMANUS
Applied Behavior Analysis
ANDREA F. MEDEIROS
Applied Behavior Analysis
ODETE MONTEIRO-GOMES
Rehabilitation Counseling
ALICIA ROSE LAFERLA MORGAN
Applied Behavior Analysis
TAMERA K. MOUNTS
International Relations
MARY ELIZABETH MUSIAL
Rehabilitation Counseling
SARA ANN O'DROBINAK
Applied Behavior Analysis
PAUL JAMES O'GRADY
International Relations
FREDERICK FUNEBI OGU
International Relations
QUADRY OLADAYO OLALEKAN
Holistic Leadership
KATHERINE O'LEARY
Holistic Counseling
LORI A. IANNOTTI PADILLA
International Relations
ARIELLE ROSE PAGANO
Applied Behavior Analysis
CLAIRE PERRETTA
Rehabilitation Counseling
STEVEN MICHAEL JAMES PERRY
International Relations
NANCY D. PIKE
Holistic Counseling
NELSON PINZAS VARGAS
International Relations
DESPINA PIPERAKI
International Relations
AFIF YUHARDI PUTERA
International Relations
KENIA RICHARDS
Rehabilitation Counseling
RENÉ ANDRÉA RICO
Rehabilitation Counseling
ADRINA O. RIGGINS
Rehabilitation Counseling
SEAN M. ROCKWELL
Applied Behavior Analysis
MICHAEL C. ROGERS
Rehabilitation Counseling
AZAD SADIKHOV
International Relations
ILEANA E. SANTIAGO
Rehabilitation Counseling
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Master of Arts
KAREN L. SERPA
Humanities
MARIKO SHIGA
Holistic Counseling
JEANNINE LYNN SILVEIRA
Applied Behavior Analysis
LEORA JEAN SIMON
Rehabilitation Counseling
LEANNE CANDACE SNEAD
Applied Behavior Analysis
CATHERINE JEAN SPRIGG
Holistic Counseling
CHARMIAN TALBOT
Rehabilitation Counseling
CASEY CATHERINE TANGO
Applied Behavior Analysis
DANIEL THOMASSEN
International Relations
I.F. BURMANIA VAN HUMALDA VAN EYSINGA
International Relations
KAYLA L. VILLEGAS
Rehabilitation Counseling
TYLER ANN WILKINSON
Rehabilitation Counseling
CHITSAKON WISATE
International Relations
ABHISHEK YADAV
International Relations
ANDREW FWA ZIDON
International Relations
Master of Science
MELANIE ACEVEDO
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JOANNE T. ALBOUM
Management
SARAH E. ANDERSON
Health Care Administration and
Management
JOHN A'VANT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
BENJAMIN J. BARRETT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
DEREK SHELBY BLOOD
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
STEPHANIE ROSE BOYLE
Health Care Administration and
Management
MEAGAN M. CUTHBERT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JAMES J. DEE
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
WILLIAM E. DEFEO, JR.
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
SAMANTHA MARY DELUCA
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
ERIN M. DEMERS
Management
ELIZABETH MORGAN DIFILIPPO
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
KERI-LYN ASHLEY DISANDRO
Health Care Administration and
Management
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Master of Science
NICHOLAS ANTHONY DISANDRO
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
BRITTANY JEAN DOHERTY
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
SAMANTHA LEE DOOLAN
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
GARFIELD A. DOUGLAS
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
BRENDAN R. DOYLE
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
COURTNEY E. ELLIOTT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
KERRY ANNE FARREA
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
EMILY MARIE FAY
Health Care Administration and
Management
ALLISON ANN FERLITO
Health Care Administration and
Management
DANA A. FRASCARELLI
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JOHN KEVIN GAFFNEY, JR.
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JEREMY J. GAUCHER
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
PAUL JOHN GINGERELLA
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
GIANNA LEIGH GUALTIERI
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
DAVID A. HALL
Management
NANCY LYNN HAVILL
Health Care Administration and
Management
MICHELLE-LEE HUMPHREY
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
AMY MARIE JACKMAN
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JENNIFER ELIZABETH JONES
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
DANIEL KEHEW
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
KEITH STEPHEN LAGASSE
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
PATRICIA LAQUALE
Health Care Administration and
Management
JAMES JOHN LEBEAU
Health Care Administration and
Management
RYAN NEYLON MAHONEY
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
GENEVIEVE ELIZABETH MARQUARDT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
ERIN E. MCCOLLUM
Health Care Administration and
Management
KAYLA E. MCGOVERN
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JOSEPH DANIEL MCNEIL-O’BRIEN
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
CLARA M. MCNULTY
Health Care Administration and
Management
KEVIN ANTHONY MOREIRA
Management
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NICHOLAS VARASTAD MOURADJIAN
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
ANGELA CHRISTINA MYATT
Management
JOSEPH NAGELE
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
ROBIN D. NEALE
Health Care Administration and
Management
SAFFIYAH A. NELSON
Health Care Administration and
Management
ERICA CHRISTINE NOVAK
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
ANDREW ROBERT NUTT
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JANINE G. O'CONNOR
Health Care Administration and
Management
DONNA PARKER-NUCCI
Health Care Administration and
Management
DANIEL O. PARRILLO, JR.
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
RICHARD G. PENDOLA, JR.
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
SARAH MERETE PENNISTEN
Health Care Administration and
Management
KATHLEEN S. PRIMO
Health Care Administration and
Management
JULIE A. PRINCIPE
Health Care Administration and
Management
ANSELM THOMAS WILSON RICHARDS
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
YEDINSON A. RIOS
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
JEFFREY W.M. ROBBINS
Management
SCOTT P. ROBILLARD
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
RICARDO EMANUEL ROSADO-RODRÍGUEZ
Health Care Administration and
Management
KATIE LYN ROUSSEL
Management
MICHAEL A. SANSONE
Health Care Administration and
Management
AMANDA KATIE SANTOS
Health Care Administration and
Management
MEGAN ELIZABETH SEITZ
Administration of Justice and
Homeland Security
CRAIG CODY SNOW
Health Care Administration and
Management
DAVID J. VIEIRA
Health Care Administration and
Management
STEVEN MICHAEL WADDEL
Management
JEFFERY DAVIS WARE
Management
KAR WILSON, JR.
Management
Master of Science
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Master of Business Administration
ERIC D. ADAMS
Business Administration
TALAL H. ALASSAF
Business Administration
NAWAF ABDULAZIZ ALBEDAIWI
Business Administration
KHALID AHMED ALMULHIM
Business Administration
ABDULMUHSIN OTHMAN ALQUSIYER
Business Administration
IBRAHIM SAAD ALSAADN
Business Administration
SADEQ ABDULRAHMAN ALSHARABI
Business Administration
ROBIN CLAIRE ALSOP
Business Administration
SHAUN ALTSHULLER
Business Administration
RODRIGO J. ARANCIBIA
Business Administration
ROLANDA MARIA BARBOZA
Business Administration
NICOLE THERESA BARISCILLO
Business Administration
JAMES J. BARROS
Business Administration
ROSEMARY ELIZABETH BECKMANN
Business Administration
THOMAS EMEEL BETROS
Business Administration
VOLODYMYR BILOUSOV
Business Administration
MONICA MARIA BLANCO SALAVERRIA
Business Administration
LAUREN ELIZABETH BULK
Business Administration
DANIEL JOHN BUONOCORE
Business Administration
BRIANNA HALE CAIN
Business Adminstration
CARLY ANN CHACON
Business Administration
STEPHEN M. CLAIR
Business Administration
JASON ALAN DALBY
Business Administration
ALYSSA L. DAVEY
Business Administration
YADIRA LAURA DEBARROS
Business Administration
ANDREW OLRY DE LABRY
Business Administration
BETHANY LYNN DELMONICO
Business Administration
DIANE L. DEL ROSSO
Business Administration
ALANA C. DUCHARME
Business Administration
GERARD DUQUETTE
Business Administration
SAVANNAH ROSE EVERSOLE
Business Administration
KAILEY LYNN FITZGERALD
Business Administration
LAUREN MARY FITZGERALD
Business Administration
SANTA MARIA GAROFALO
Business Administration
BRIAN TIMOTHY GOODRIDGE
Business Administration
MICHAEL T. GOUVIN
Business Administration
CHAD MARTIN HOLLENSHADE
Business Administration
JESSE ALAN HOLT
Business Administration
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Master of Business Administration
KEVIN H. HOYLE
Business Administration
EMILY WHITNEY KIDD
Business Administration
ROBERT LARIVIERE-TOUGAS
Business Administration
KYLE EDWARD LONG, JR.
Business Administration
BETHANY A. MANCHESTER
Business Administration
ZACHARY D. MEHUREN
Business Administration
JASON A. MOURA
Business Administration
FRANK JOHN MUSCO
Business Administration
JOSEPH NAGELE
Business Administration
NAFLIN NITIVERITAS
Business Administration
TROY WILLIAM OCHOA
Business Administration
KATHRYN LEIGH POFF
Business Administration
ROSS W. REPLOGLE
Business Administration
MARISSA D. RHYNER
Business Administration
JOSEPH M. RICCARDI
Business Administration
TAYLOR LYNN ROBERTSON
Business Administration
ALYSSA MARIE ROSHANG
Business Administration
LAUREN LEE-ANN SANFORD
Business Administration
JEREMY JOHN SEBASTIAN
Business Administration
HENRY G. SHARPE, JR.
Business Administration
MAEVE CATHERINE SHAUGHNESSY
Business Administration
CRAIG J. SILVA
Business Administration
JOCELYN NICOLE ST. PIERRE
Business Administration
MAJA SUDAR
Business Administration
KATHERINE LEIGH SWEENEY
Business Administration
PHILIP JOSEPH TERIO
Business Administration
JESSICA RENEE TESTA
Business Administration
SENGPHET THADAVONG
Business Administration
TATIANA MORROW TRAPANI
Business Administration
MATTHEW RYAN TRAYNOR
Business Administration
KATE MAGEE VARELA
Business Administration
CLAUDIO JAVIER VILLAMIDE
Business Administration
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Bachelor of Arts
JIM ANDERSON
American Studies
MEGAN KATE ANDERSON
Psychology
MELISSA ANDERSON
Administration of Justice
ELIZABETH JESUS ARRUDA
Administration of Justice
ANAMARIA ARTEAGA n
Psychology
Religious and Theological Studies
BRYANNE NICHOLE AUGUSTE
Psychology
AMANDA TAYLOR BAILEY
Administration of Justice
Political Science
KRISTINA M. BANDONI
Environmental Studies
ALIA HONGXIA BAREFOOT
Psychology
TIFFANI-AMBER MARIE BARLEY
Art History
French
NATALIE LORETTA BARONE
Administration of Justice
KATHRYN MARY BARRY
English Literature
VICTORIA SUSAN BELLAFIORE
Studio Art
ABIGAIL CHRISTINA BIANCHI
Studio Art
BETHANY ANN BIGOS
Administration of Justice
CHRISTINA MARIE BLEVINS *
Psychology
Bachelor of Arts and Science
JOCELYN AMRIE ALEXANDRE
Secondary Education
Math
JULIA SOFIA CASBERG *
Secondary Education
English
DARIENNE CAMILLE COFFEEn
Secondary Education
Biology
KELLY JEANNE CORRIGAN
Secondary Education
English
AMANDA JENNIFER LATINI
Secondary Education
Math
EMILY MARIE LIPINSKI
Secondary Education
English
VICTORIA KATE MAXSON
Secondary Education
Math
MICHAEL PATRICK MCNAMARA
Secondary Education
History
MELISSA ROSE PRUNIER *
Secondary Education
English
MALAREE KERRIN SHIELDS
Secondary Education
Biology
NICOLE CHRISTINA SMITH
Secondary Education
History
DOMINICK A. TORRO *
Secondary Education
Math
ASHLEY SUZANNE WOODWORTH
Secondary Education
History
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Bachelor of Arts
FLETCHER MICHAEL BONIN
English Literature
CAROLINE FRANCES BORRELLI
Liberal Studies
ASHLEY IRENE BOURQUE
English Communications
Global Studies
MARIANA SOFIA BRACCIALE
Theatre Arts
MATTHEW JOSEPH BRADY
Administration of Justice
Religious and Theological Studies
JESSICA MADELEINE BROADHURST
Studio Art
SARAH ANN BROCHU
Mathematics
HAILIE NICOLE BROMSON
Administration of Justice
MARY KATHARINE BROOME
Studio Art
EMILY ANNE BROUILLETTE
Biology
MARY KATHLEEN BROWN *
Sociology and Anthropology
EMILY ANN BURGESS
Psychology
ROSS HAYDEN BURR
Cultural and Historic Preservation
CATHERINE TERESA CABRAL
Liberal Studies
ARIANA RAE CAPUTO
Administration of Justice
Political Science
BERLENISE CASTILLO n
Philosophy
Political Science
LIAM TIMOTHY CENTRELLA
English Communications
SHAWN PATRICK CLAYTON
Administration of Justice
HOWARD JOHN CLIFT III
Music
COLLEEN ELIZABETH CLOONAN *
Global Studies
Spanish
ELIZABETH THERESE CLYONS
Liberal Studies
BRYAN PHILIP CODNER
Administration of Justice
KELLY JEANNE COREY
Psychology
CLARA ANDREA CORJULO
Studio Art
JOSEPH PATRICK CUCCIA
Administration of Justice
LEA PATRICIA CURE *
Administration of Justice
BRIANNA ROSE DASILVA *
English Literature
BRITTANY MEGAN DAVIS
Psychology
FRANCESCA MARIE DEL PRETE
Studio Art
RACHEL MARY DELUCA *
Studio Art
ALEKSANDRA DEPTULA
Global Studies
Psychology
SOFIA EMILY DIAS *
English Literature
BRANDON SCOTT DIGIACOMO
Psychology
ALEXANDER VINCENZO DIMAURO
Religious and Theological Studies
ROSE ELLEN DURAND
History
BRIDGET COURTNEY DURKIN
Psychology
MALLORY BRITTON ELICHALT
Administration of Justice
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Bachelor of Arts 
EMILY ELIZABETH ENOCH
Environmental Studies
TAYLOR JOHN ENOS
Political Science
Spanish
JULIA KATHERINE FAHEY
Environmental Studies
SADÉ B. FARQUHAR
Psychology
JOHN M. FARRELL IV
Political Science
JAMES PATRICK FEE
Administration of Justice
CLARE MARY FINNICAN
Studio Art
SHANNON LEE FLYNN
Administration of Justice
HOPE WHITELEY FOSTER
Studio Art
DEREK JAMES FRENCH
Political Science
KEIKO ELIZABETH GAMMEL
English Communications
ROXANNE GARCIA
Administration of Justice
SEAN PATRICK GARRITY *
English Communications
DANIEL JOSEPH GAUTHIER
Economics
ELLEN MARIE GENSICKI
Political Science
ERIN MELISSA GERHARD
Global Studies
MITCHEL JOSEPH GRAZIANO
Administration of Justice
NATALIE CATHERINE GROSSO
Psychology
ZARIFA HAMIDI
Economics
Political Science
HALEY ANDRADE HAMILTON
Psychology
BRANDON JOHN HARRINGTON *
Philosophy
Religious and Theological Studies
KATRINA PATRICIA HATEM
Psychology
AMY RAQUEL HERRERA
Administration of Justice
ALEXANDER JAMES HOGLUND
Psychology
CHELSEA MICHEL HOWERTON-MCWILLIE *
Philosophy
BRANDEN EARL HOXSIE
Administration of Justice
MEGHAN SUZANNE HUBER
Administration of Justice
SEAN PATRICK HUGHES
History
JOHN BRENDAN HURLEY
Administration of Justice
AMY MELISSA JESIOLOWSKI
Psychology
JANILIA CAMILLE SASHA JOHN
Psychology
KATHRYN MELISSA JONES
Psychology
JOHN BLACKWELL KEEFE
Biology
JOHN MARK KENT
Administration of Justice
SARAH ELIZABETH KIELY
Political Science
ALEXANDER JAMES KING
Administration of Justice
JACQUELINE HAINES KOREN
Administration of Justice
PETER BROCK KRISTENSEN
Sociology and Anthropology
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JOSEPH PAUL KUTA
Psychology
DANIEL JAMES LABRIE
Administration of Justice
SERENA MEGAN LAFOND *
Psychology
Studio Art
ELIZABETH A. LAVIGNE
Liberal Studies
ALEXANDER M. LAZIEH
Administration of Justice
ALEXANDER FRANKLYN LEDDY
Administration of Justice
ANDREW JOHN LEDDY
Administration of Justice
GABRIELLE LEFRANCOISn
English Communications
Global Studies
ERIN MARY LUIBRAND
Administration of Justice
LYDIA KAY LYONS
Psychology
JESSICA LYNN MACIEL
Psychology
OWEN NICHOLAS MACNEILL
Philosophy
MATTHEW JOHN MARCHICA
Administration of Justice
ANTHONY JOSEPH MARIANO
Administration of Justice
MOLLY JEAN MARTINSEN
Administration of Justice
Psychology
MARCELLA ELISA MICHILLI
Psychology
ASHLEY ELIZABETH MITCHELL
Psychology
HANNAH HAYDEE MONTERO
English Communications
LAURA JOCELYN MONTESANTI
Cultural and Historic Preservation
JAMES WALTER MORRELL
Administration of Justice
MARIAH HOPE MOSHER
Psychology
JILLIAN LEE MUNAFO
Studio Art
MATTHEW TIMOTHY MURPHY
Administration of Justice
TAYLOR JOYCE MURPHY
Psychology
TANNIS OLIVIA NEAL
Psychology
HUNTER WILLIAM NICOLSON
Theatre Arts
SHANNON PATRICIA NUÑEZ
Liberal Studies
CLEORA LUHONG OHAR *
Global Studies
CHRISTOPHER MILES O'KEEFE *
Philosophy
Political Science
MOLLY WILDE O'SULLIVAN
Psychology
CHRISTOPHER PAUL PARENT
Administration of Justice
DESIRÉE NICOLE PETERSON
Administration of Justice
VICTORIA MARIE PISTO
Psychology
JENNA EVE PLAUSKY
Administration of Justice
RAYNE MARIE PORTELA
Administration of Justice
KIMBERLY ELISE PROVAX
English Communications
FRANCIS J. QUIGLEY III *
History
Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts
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Bachelor of Arts
MELODY RASTELLI
Liberal Studies
VICTORIA ASHLEY REGENSBURGER
Administration of Justice
CATHERINE ROMAN
Studio Art
RYAN FRANCIS ROSA
Administration of Justice
CASSIDY ANN ROTA
English Communications
FRANK ANTHONY RUSSO
Administration of Justice
MICHAEL JOHN SALVATORE
Business Administration
Psychology
ALEXANDRA MARIE SAMUDIO
Psychology
JENIFER MARGARET SARTANOWICZ
Administration of Justice
Theatre Arts
BRIGID CATHERINE SAWYER *
Economics
Political Science
RENE PANSELA SCHAETZLE
Studio Art
ELYSA JOANN SCHUHMACHER
English Communications
LAUREN MARY SCIARRETTA
Psychology
ANGELO GERARD SCUDERI
Administration of Justice
MEAGHAN SENACK
Environmental Studies
KENDRA LEE SHAKAN
Administration of Justice
JOHN PAUL SILVESTRI
History
MATTHEW GERARD SINKEWICZ
Psychology
ALEXIS JADE SIVOVLOS
Biology
EMILY GRACE SMITH
English Communications
MARIA DANIELLE SMITH
Environmental Studies
HANNAH MARIE STALEY
Psychology
JENNA LYNNE STANLEY
Sociology and Anthropology
TARA SHELBY STANZIONE *
English Communications
MICHAELA ANNE ST. JEAN
Psychology
KATHARINE ROBERTA STOECKEL
Global Studies
MEGAN FRANCES SULLIVAN
Psychology
ELLENA RAE SWEET
English Communications
ALLYSSA JAYNE TAMBLINGSON *
Psychology
JOHNSON THOMAS
Administration of Justice
JORDAN NICOLE THUMAN *
Studio Art
VIVIANA IRIS TORRES-CALCAGNO
Administration of Justice
MARCO URBANI, JR.
Psychology
SHANNON ASHLEY USSEGLIO
Biology
ROBERT SALVATORE VOLLE
Administration of Justice
MARY-KATE ELIZABETH WELLS
Psychology
KRISTIN ANN WILINKIEWICZ
English Communications
ASHLEY ELIZABETH WOODBURY
Liberal Studies
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Bachelor of Science
JESSICA MARIE ADORNO
Elementary Education
Special Education
LUCY ANN AGOSTINO
Accounting
ZACHARY SAMUEL ALEXANDER
Financial Management
KERRI LEE ALLANBROOK
Nursing
COLBI ELIZABETH ALVAREZ
Early Childhood Education
KELSEY ELAINE ANDREWS
Nursing
LAUREN NICOLE ANGEL
Early Childhood Education
CATHERINE C. BAKER
Nursing
SAVANNA DAWN BAKER
Elementary Education
ALLISON MARIE BANFIELD
Nursing
IELISH KATIE BARBATI
Nursing
JULIÁN BARCELÓ
Global Business and Economics
COURTNEY MAE BAUMLIN
Business Administration
MEAGHAN ELIZABETH BECHARD
Nursing
MICHAEL JOSEPH BELL*
Financial Management
JACQUELINE NICOLE BENNETT
Business Administration
GENEVIEVE ROSE BENOIT
Biology
ANDREW DAVID BENSON
Social Work
AMY NICOLE BENZO
Business Administration
MARC RYAN BIGGS
Business Administration
BROOKE SUZANNE BINDER *
Early Childhood Education
SARAH NOELLE BIRKHOFER
Marketing
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH BLAIS
Social Work
REBEKAH MARIA BOLIBRUCH
Biology
GISELE M. BOOG
Nursing
MARGARET ELIZABETH BOROWICZ
Nursing
TAYLORE LEE BOTTUM
Nursing
MADELEINE ROSE BOUTHIETTE
Biology
KAITLIN MARIE BOVE
Accounting
CHEYENNE HALEY BOYD *
Business Administration
Financial Management
Global Business and Economics
MADELYN VICTORIA BRACKETT
Business Administration
CHRISTINE LYNN BRADSHAW
Elementary Education
Special Education
CHRISTOPHER CAMERON BRAZILL
Marketing
DOMINIQUE ARIEL BURNHAM
Accounting
HEATHER KATHRYN BUSHMICH
Social Work
Spanish
KATHERINE ANN BUTTERFIELD *
Elementary Education
Special Education
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Bachelor of Science
JOHN DAVID CABRAL
Business Administration
Marketing
MARY ELIZABETH CAIN
Marketing
BENJAMIN T. CAMPBELL
Business Administration
LAUREN GRACE CAMPBELL
Global Business and Economics
ANNE ELIZABETH CARLSON *
Biology
SYDNEY RUTH CARVER
Nursing
JENNIFER MARIE CHELO
Nursing
ERIN ELIZABETH CHIOCCHIO
Business Administration
LARIZA TORRALBA CHIOCO
Global Business and Economics
DAVID G. CHIOKADZE
Economics
Financial Management
CONNOR PATRICK CHURA
Nursing
RICHARD MICHAEL CIANCI
Business Administration
DANIELLE MARIE CIRELLI
Nursing
CHRISTIAN DAVID CLARK
Nursing
KELSEY MARIE CLARKE
Nursing
ALEXISSE MEGHAN CLINGER
Early Childhood Education
NICHOLAS JOHN HENDERSON COFFEY
Business Administration
HEATHER LYNNE CONBOY
Chemistry
AMANDA CONLEY
Nursing
MERRILL MAY CORDEIRO
Business Administration
Marketing
JILLIAN MARIE COSTA
Nursing
MICHELLE ELIZABETH COSTA
Nursing
CHRISTOPHER DANIEL COTE
Business Administration
ALICIA ASAMI COYLE
Elementary Education
Special Education
SAMANTHA THERESA CRISTANTE
Nursing
ALEXANDER THOMAS CROCE
Accounting
DANIELLE ELIZABETH CROSBY
Nursing
SHANNON MARY ELLEN CURRAN
Marketing
PAUL HEALY D'ANNEO
Business Administration
KELLY ALICE DAVIN
Marketing
NICOLE MARIE DEAN
Nursing
JESSICA LYNNE DECRESCENZO
Early Childhood Education
OLIVIA ELISE DELEA
Nursing
MARISSA LYNN DEPIETRO
Nursing
DOMINIC JOSEPH DIMASCIA
Biology
UNA MAEVE DOHERTY
Business Administration
MICHELLE R. DOMENICO
Nursing
BRANDON ERIC DOMINGUEZ
Biology
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Bachelor of Science
MACKENZIE DONALD
Marketing
TAYLOR LAUREN DONALDSON *
Nursing
CATHERINE EILEEN DONOVAN
Nursing
BENJAMIN PATRICK DORAN
Business Administration
BLAKE HENRY DOWE
Business Administration
Marketing
ASIA RENEE DRUMMOND
Business Administration
HOLLY GRACE DUDDY
Nursing
ALANNAH ERIN DUFFY
Biology
HANNAH MARIE DUFFY
Social Work
BRITANI-LEIGH DUNBAR
Business Administration
Global Business and Economics
SARAH ELIZABETH DURSO
Early Childhood Education
ALLISON MARIE EICHINGER
Social Work
MICHAEL DOMINIC FALCONE
Accounting
BRIAN CHRISTOPHER FARINA
Financial Management
MELISSA ROSE FIGUEIREDO
Social Work
KARISSA ANNE FINNIGAN
Nursing
ALYSSA MEGAN FITZGERALD
Nursing
SEAN PADRAIG FLANAGAN
Biology
ALEXANDER BERCHMAN FLYNN
Business Administration
COURTNEY ELIZABETH FLYNN
Nursing
KIRSTIE LYNNE FOLEY
Elementary Education
Special Education
STEPHANIE PAIGE FORESE
Business Administration
BRENDEN HARRISON FOWLER
Accounting
MEGHAN PATRICIA FOWLER
Early Childhood Education
CHRISTINE ALEXANDRA FRAGA
Nursing
MARISSA ANN GAGNON
Elementary Education
Special Education
MEGAN G. GALLO
Elementary Education
Special Education
KATHLEEN TARA GALLOGLY
Health Care Administration and
Management
KATHLEEN RENÉE GAMEZ *
Biology
COURTNEY ALEXIS GATTA
Financial Management
CONNOR GEMBECKI
Financial Management
CARA FELICIA GEORGIO
Financial Management
JENNA-LYN GEYSEN
Biology
MATHEW GEOFFERY GINGRAS
Biology
PETER RUSSELL GINTOLI
Business Administration
BRIAN THOMAS GIOSCIO
Business Administration
Financial Management
CAROLINE ANNE GLUSKO
Nursing
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Bachelor of Science
ALLISON THERESE GOLD
Nursing
FRANCESCA PIERONI GORDON
Nursing
MELLISSA O. GOSSET
Nursing
MARK L. GRANDE
Chemistry
JULIE ANN GRANT *
Marketing
KENDRA NICHOLE GRANT
Elementary Education
HAILEY ERIN GRAUSTEIN
Early Childhood Education
KALEY MORGAN GREENBERG
Social Work
MARGARET ANN GREENO
Business Administration
JULIA JAMIESON GROVER
Elementary Education
JENNIFER LYN GRUNDY
Chemistry
ROBERT A. HANDY
Accounting
GAYLEN CLAIRE HANES
Marketing
JAMES PAUL HANKARD
Business Administration
BARRETT DANIEL HANLON
Accounting
MEAGHAN KATHLEEN HARDEN
Marketing
LAUREN ELIZABETH HARTNETT
Biology
SEAN PATRICK HEALY
Business Administration
KAYLEN MARIE HEATH
Biology
SHANNON ELIZABETH HOLDEN
Nursing
JENNA LEE HOOD
Nursing
JAMES MICHAEL HOROSZKO
Marketing
ALEXANDER SCHIFFER HULME
Biology
EMILY HELEN HUNT
Nursing
KATHLEEN TERESA KELLY-HUTZEL
Marketing
VANESSA ANNE ITEN
Marketing
DANIEL DAVID IVES
Elementary Education
Special Education
BURNESE V. JACOBS
Nursing
KEVIN BRUCE JESIOLOWSKI
Accounting
Business Administration
SHELBY LYNN JOHNSON
Biology
MICHAEL J. JOHNSTON
Business Administration
C. SHARPLESS JONES IV
Business Administration
GARVIN TANNER JONES
Economics
KATHERINE M. JONES
Biology
TYLER AUSTIN JONES
Accounting
MOLLY ELIZABETH KALLINICH
Social Work
JENNIFER ANN KANE n
Biology
French
23
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KATERINA EVELYN KARADIMOS
Marketing
RYAN SEAN KELLY
Business Administration
MATTHEW PAUL KIELY
Nursing
SHANNON ELIZABETH KILLIAN
Elementary Education
Special Education
SAMANTHA KAITLYN KOZLOWSKI
Nursing
KRYSTEN LAIRD
Nursing
Psychology
KEVIN CHRISTOPHER LANGLEY
Nursing
SARAH PATRICIA LAVALLEE
Elementary Education
Special Education
CARLIE ANN LEMON
Nursing
JEFFREY RAYMOND L'HEUREUX
Nursing
STEPHANIE NICOLE LIPTAK
Biology
REGINA FRANCES LIQUORI
Accounting
LEAH CHRISTINE LOCONTE
Biology
JAY DONALD LOPES
Nursing
CONOR LUCEY
Marketing
VICTORIA LILLIAN LUERSSEN
Biology
AISLING JOAN LYNCH
Nursing
SAMANTHA GRACE MACCALLUM
Nursing
LINDSEY NICOLE MACEDO
Nursing
EVA ARLINE MACHADO
Nursing
ALICIA CATHERINE MAGRINI *
Nursing
CASSANDRA LEE ANN MANCINI
Nursing
TARYN LEE MARAK
Biology
AMANDA LYNN MARINI
Marketing
MARK STEPHEN MARINO, JR.
Accounting
KAREN A. MARTIN
Nursing
SHELBY MARIE MARTIN
Nursing
JESSICA NICOLE MARTINA *
Business Administration
Marketing
ELIZABETH CLAIRE MARTYN
Elementary Education
Special Education
AMELIA JEAN MASON *
Nursing
OLIVIA MILENA MAXELL
Nursing
LINDSEY ANNE MAZZOLA
Biology
ERIN ELIZABETH MCCARTHY
Nursing
ALYSSA SUZANNE MCCRACKEN
Nursing
JOHN JOSEPH MCDERMOTT
Marketing
KRISTIN LEIGH MCDERMOTT *
Biology
Bachelor of Science
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KELLY MULLEN MCGOWAN
Elementary Education
Special Education
MORGAN ELIZABETH MCHALE
Global Business and Economics
MORGAN GARDNER MCNULTY
Business Administration
Marketing
JAIME MEDEIROS
Nursing
BRITTANY MARIE MELANSON *
Accounting
CAROL MELROSE
Business Administration
KATHERINE ROSE MIELE
Marketing
LAURA MARIE MILLER
Elementary Education
Special Education
GRACE ANN MILLS *
Social Work
GABRIELLA MARIA MILO
Elementary Education
VICTORIA ELIZABETH MOORE
Elementary Education
Special Education
RHIANNON LYNN MORRISSEY *
Biology
AUDRA SHAW MURPHY
Biology
BIANCA ROSE NARGI
Financial Management
ALYSSA MARIE NAVAROLI
Business Administration
KHOA HOANG NGUYEN
Nursing
DANIELLE MARIA NIEBUHR
Health Care Administration and
Management
DANIEL THOMAS O'BRIEN
Biology
JACQUELINE OFRIA *
Social Work
HALEY ELIZABETH OLSON
Nursing
AUBREY JANE PALMQUIST
Nursing
NICOLE IRENE PANTAZATOU
Nursing
CHRISTINA ANNE PAOLELLA
Accounting
NICOLE FRANCESCA PARRY
Nursing
MARGAUX FAYE PASTUCK
Accounting
JOSEPH JAMES PATE
Accounting
NICOLE MARIE PATERNOSTRO
Accounting
KELSEY MORGAN PECORE
Nursing
DANIELLE ASHLEY PHALON
Financial Management
AMY ROSE PICCICACCO
Nursing
ALEXIS COURTNEY PIKE
Elementary Education
Special Education
TYLER RICHARD PIKE
Nursing
KATHRYN LEIGH POFF *
Accounting
ALEXANDER CROSTA POMPEO
Marketing
JESSICA ANN POPIK
Accounting
BENJAMIN J. QUINN
Health Care Administration and
Management
MARIANN RACHKO
Nursing
Bachelor of Science
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NANCY ANN REIDEL
Nursing
SAVANNAH LINDSAY REPUCCI *
Elementary Education
CELINA JASMINE RODRIGUEZ
Elementary Education
Special Education
ZAKARY GREY RODRIGUEZ
Financial Management
JUAN MANUEL ROLDÁN
Global Business and Economics
TIMOTHY SLATER ROOSA
Biology
CHELSEA DANIELLE ROSA
Nursing
JOELLE JACQUELINE ROSS
Elementary Education
Special Education
MARISA JA'NE ROTHWELL
Elementary Education
Special Education
SABRINA S. ROWELL
Nursing
EMILY DENISE SABBAG *
Nursing
MARIEL CATHERINE SAGER
Early Childhood Education
KATHERINE EMMA SAJDAK
Early Childhood Education
JOSEPH THOMAS SANTA MARIA IV
Nursing
ALEXANDER PASCO SANTANGELO
Business Administration
DERRICK SARFO-DARKO
Financial Management
EMILY ELIZABETH SARSFIELD
Accounting
MICHAEL ANTHONY SCHUERMANN
Elementary Education
Special Education
MARISA LILY SCOTT
Elementary Education
TAYLOR ALEXA SEELEN
Nursing
ANNA LYNNE SHULTZ
Elementary Education
Special Education
JULIA MARIE SIMONEAU *
Nursing
ALYSIA LYNN SJOBERG
Nursing
SAMANTHA C. SMITHWICK
Global Business and Economics
Marketing
WILMARIS SOTO-RAMOSn
Social Work
LUCAS FRANCIS SOUSA
Business Administration
EMMA NICOLE SPANG
Early Childhood Education
SHERRI LYNN SPRAGUE
Nursing
KIMBERLY ANN SPRING *
Biology
DIANE MCKELVEY STAEBLER
Nursing
SABRINA DENISE STENSLAND
Marketing
ALEXIS NICOLE STEWART
Elementary Education
THOMAS STEPHEN STRACENSKY
Chemistry
RACHEL MARY STUEVE *
Nursing
CONNOR JOSEPH SULLIVAN
Accounting
JULIANNE ELIZABETH SULLIVAN
Biology
SHANNON ELIZABETH SULLIVAN
Nursing
Bachelor of Science
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SYEDA A. SULTANA
Biology
ALEX M. SWIST
Business Administration
MEGAN MARIE SYLVIA *
Biology
ABIGAIL LEIGH TEPPER
Elementary Education
Special Education
MARA LYNN TERCHUNIAN
Marketing
MADISON SAIGE THOMSEN
Early Childhood Education
CONNOR JOHN TIMPSON
Financial Management
ANGELINA MARIE TODARO *
Business Administration
MELANIE ROSE TOGNAZZI *
Biology
KATHRYN MORGAN TRAVERS
Global Business and Economics
VICTORIA ALEXANDRA TRAVIS
Elementary Education
Special Education
MEAGHAN TAYLOR TRZASKO
Biology
ELIZABETH KAY TULLO
Medical Technology
SAMUEL ROBERT VALENTINE
Financial Management
Marketing
JEFFREY THOMAS VANOUDENHOVE
Business Administration
CARLA VELA IGLESIAS
Biology
TATUM JAMES WADENSTEN
Marketing
RYAN PATRICK WALSH
Global Business and Economics
KASEY LEIGH WALTHER
Business Administration
NATHANIEL ROGER WARD
Accounting
ISABELLE LEIGH WEATHERBY
Marketing
CASEY JOHN WHITE
Business Administration
BREANNA MICHELLE WILLARD
Elementary Education
Special Education
JENNIFER ASHLEY WOODS
Nursing
KENNETH D. WOODS
Business Administration
JOHN MARK WUKOVITS
Accounting
NICOLE ELLEN YATROUSIS
Early Childhood Education
HELENA K. ZAHARAKOS
Nursing
SINAN ZEINO
English Literature
Social Work
* These students have completed the Pell Honors Program.
n These students have completed the VIA Program.
Appearance of a name in the Commencement program is presumptive evidence of graduation, but is not
regarded as conclusive. The official Salve Regina University transcript, sealed and signed by the Registrar, is
conclusive testimony of the student’s academic record and possession of degree(s) awarded by this institution.
Bachelor of Science
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Tradition
Salve Regina University congratulates the following Class of 2016 graduates who are 
children of alumni:
Alumni legacies not included in this list are invited to join these graduates and 
their families to the right of the McKillop Library entrance for photographs
immediately following Commencement.
MEAGHAN ELIZABETH BECHARD
Daughter of Paul J. Bechard, Jr. ’90 (M) and Lisa A. Bechard ’92 (M)
ABIGAIL CHRISTINA BIANCHI
Daughter of Dina A. Bianchi ’96 
KAITLIN MARIE BOVE
Daughter of Patrick Bove ’82 
BENJAMIN THOMAS CAMPBELL
Son of Karin Kingree Campbell ’84 
CLARA ANDREA CORJULO
Daughter of Daniel C. Corjulo ’84 
MELLISSA GOSSET
Daughter of Linda Roderick Rioux ’91 
MARK LUCIAN GRANDE
Son of Gail Holt Grande ’81 
SHANNON ELIZABETH HOLDEN
Daughter of Michael P. Holden ’87 and Kristi McArdle Holden ’88
JENNIFER ANN KANE
Daughter of Kathleen Mackay Kane ’81 
LYDIA KAY LYONS
Daughter of Scott K. Lyons ’85 (M)
MORGAN GARDNER MCNULTY
Daughter of Francis J. McNulty, Sr. ’85 and Susan L. Gardner-McNulty ’85
HUNTER WILLIAM NICOLSON
Son of Jill A. Washay ’91 
RYAN FRANCIS ROSA
Son of Frank C. Rosa, Jr. ’88, ’90 (M) and Ana M. Barcelos-Rosa ’88, ’89 (M)
THOMAS STEPHEN STRACENSKY
Son of Mary E. Stracensky ’08 (M)
VIVIANA IRIS TORRES
Daughter of Margherita Calcagno-Torres ’91 
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Music
COMMENCEMENT BAND
Peter A. Davis
Director 
Academic Regalia
Arts, Letters, Humanities...................White
Business Administration ........Light Brown 
Education ...................................Light Blue
Fine Arts ...........................................Brown
Musical Arts .........................................Pink
Philosophy .................................Dark Blue
Science................................Golden Yellow
Theology...........................................Scarlet
When universities were taking form in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, they were under the jurisdiction of the Church. Most of
those studying were clerks in Holy Orders, monks, or priests. They
wore a habit or cloak, to which was attached a cowl or hood. This
could be pulled up over the head or thrown back, according to the
weather. Gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated
buildings, and hoods served to cover the tonsured head before the
use of the skull cap.
Today, the academic costume of cap, gown and hood has taken on a
symbolic meaning. Colors and shapes conform to a generally
accepted code and indicate the faculty conferring the degree and the
kind of degree conferred. Gowns for the bachelor’s degree are worn
closed and are distinguished by their long, pointed sleeves. Master’s
degree gowns are designed to be worn open. They have very long
sleeves, oblong in shape. Gowns for the doctoral degree, usually
black, are also designed to be worn open and have velvet panels.
Three velvet bars are stitched to the upper part of the full, bell-
shaped sleeves. 
Hoods are trimmed with a slim strip of velvet to indicate the specific
faculty awarding the degree. The colored lining is the official color of
the institution conferring the degree. Hoods may be trimmed to
represent the following academic areas:
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Honor Cords
Students at Salve Regina University who have distinguished themselves through academic
performance wear honor cords of these colors:
Gold — Summa Cum Laude
Blue — Magna Cum Laude
White — Cum Laude
The Mace
The mace and its bearer represent a custom that dates back to the Middle Ages. From the
sixteenth century in England and since colonial days in America, it has become a symbol of
office carried by the procession leader. In the academic world, the mace signifies teaching
authority.
The Salve Regina University mace was designed by Rhode Island sculptor Paul A. Cavanagh
as an octagonal, formalized flower. The staff of ebony represents lignum vitae — the tree of
life. A circle of eight rigid geometric forms of silver, peaked with pyramids of lapis lazuli,
are representative of the Virtues. The Intellectual and Moral Virtues enable one to lead a
fruitful and good life. The extending leaves of blossom deriving from the silver forms are
symbolic of one’s development in the world. An inner circle of leaves, in close embrace
with the central form, and pistil-like cruciform with crown, suggest one’s development in
love of Christ and the cross.
The sterling silver medallion worn by the University President at all formal academic
functions symbolizes the leadership and authority of the institution’s highest office. 
Handcrafted by John Cavanagh, the design is based on the University shield, which
symbolizes the commitment of the Sisters of Mercy to Salve Regina University, the
dedication to learning by all members of the Salve Regina community, and the unending
search for wisdom that flows from the knowledge of the liberal scholar. Each link of the
chain is a “Mercy Cross,” with a crown superimposed over the face of each cross.
The President’s Medallion
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Board of Trustees
Victoria M. Almeida ’73, Esq., DM
David G. Bazarsky
Lily H. Bentas ’06 (Hon.)
Norman R. Beretta ’04 (Hon.)
Frederick K. Butler
Christopher L. Carney ’90
John J. Coneys
Peter Crowley
Mary Ann Dillon, RSM 
Jane Gerety, RSM, President
Edward O. Handy III
Christine Kavanagh, RSM
Marie J. Langlois
Gloria L. Lincourt ’01 (Hon.), Emerita
Elliot E. Maxwell
Bernard F. McKay
Michael E. McMahon
Robert P. Moran, Jr. ’86
Cheryl Mrozowski ’70
Marypatricia Murphy, RSM, ’62
David W. Nelson
J. Timothy O’Reilly ’15 (Hon.)
Paul A. Perrault
Janet L. Robinson ’72, ’98 (Hon.), Chairman
Denice M. Spero
Michael A. Staff ’94
Howard G. Sutton II ’12 (Hon.)
Julia A. Upton, RSM
Tesa Van Munching
Kathleen B. Walgreen
Kenneth R. Walker, Sr.
David W. Wallace ’99 (Hon.), Emeritus
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